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martin rumori, born 1976 in berlin.  studies in musicology, computer science and philosophy
in berlin.  focus on arts and technology, in particular on the intersection of music and
electronics, programming and sound synthesis languages and their effects on the mode of
working.  artistic and academic staff at the academy of media arts cologne (khm).  freelancer
in sound art and audio programming.  fellow at fraunhofer institute of media communication
st. augustin within the listen project.  workshops for building controller hardware, unix,linux
audio at the humboldt and technical universities of berlin. invitations as a guest lecturer to the
university of leipzig.  coach for interaction management at hyperwerk basel.  dissertation
project on composing for interactive audio augmented environments at the institute of
electronic music and acoustics graz with gerhard eckel. open source software projects (foo,
asciimatrix).  long lasting artistic collaboration with daniel teige.  sound installations,
performances, audio programming at festival inventionen berlin, ultraschall festival berlin,
archipel festival geneva, tage fuer neue kammermusik witten, musica viva lissabon, off-icmc
2005 barcelona.

daniel teige , born 1977  in berlin, studied electronic music and sounddesign at the electronic
music studio tu berlin. continuative studies with  gerhard eckel, orm finnendahl, gottfried
michael koenig, travor wishart and others.  works as a freelance soundartist, composer and
klangregisseur. focus on arts and technology, in particular soundinstallations, improvisation,
interaction and their interdependency. Invited as a guest lecturer at the universität leipzig.
coach for interaction management at hyperwerk basel. colaborations on different international
projekts. his works were shown at: klangwerkstatt  2001 2005 :inventionen festival berlin
2002 : archipel festival genf 2003 : ultraschall festival berlin 2003 2004  : wittener tage für
neue kammermusik 2004, musica viva lissabon 2005 : off-icmc barcelona 2005 : rainbow
coalition festival hanover, usa 2003.  performances as foleyartist at: next wave festival,
brooklyn academy of music, new york 2004 :  museum of contemporary art, chicago 2005 :
elektrolux, tonic, new york 2003.  colaborations with jonathan bepler for matthey barneys
“cremaster3”, daniel kötter, robin minard, claudia de serpa soares, ricardo mandolini, martin
rumori, eve sussmann. 2005 studioresidenz at the ems studio in stockholm. during the last
years he remixed multichannel versions of iannis xenakis “kraanerg”, “persepolis” and
“polytope de cluny”.  realesed on cd : new stereo mix of iannis xenakis "persepolis" (edition
rz), elektroacustic composition "emotionsparameter" (dvd, 50 jahre elektronisches studio der
tu-berlin), "grenzenlosefreiheit 1+2" , (cdrom, 20 jahre inventionen, ed rz)


